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Z +C
Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney 1998

From throughout Australia and New Zealand, Room 4.1.3 was
selected as one of three finalists to exhibit their recent work in
the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney. The installation is in
three parts: computer renderings of the landscape designs for the
National Museum of Australia on the side wall (see page 206), thirty
black-and-white drawings converted into conical shapes and set in
black rutile on a titled plane across the floor, and a five-meter-high
sculpture entitled Z 2 + C propped against the back wall. Only Z2 +
C concerns us here.
A golden frame hovers out from a canvas surface upon which is a grid
of pockets holding living plants. Printed on the canvas is a definition
of “Nature” from the Shorter Oxford Dictionary, and to the soft whir
of an electric pump a thin film of water runs over the entire surface
to be collected in a deep red trough at the bottom. The title Z 2 + C,
the formula for the Mandelbrot set, is the latest in a long line of distinguished formulas which claim nature’s quintessence. Mathematics,
we are told, is the true language of nature, and so Z 2 + C replaces
the word “Nature,” which is removed as the heading of the text constituting its various definitions.
Aesthetically, Z 2 + C is in part a painting, a text, a machine, a plan,
and an experiment. As a painting it offers no landscape scene or perspective; rather, it is a painting that paints itself as the plants grow
and the surface develops ever-changing stains and flourishes of fungi.
Following the logic of the piece, we find manifold codependencies between viewer, machine, and organism. The viewing subject
breathes the oxygen of the plants to then speak of “Nature” and make
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A deﬁnition of “Nature,” from The
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, third
edition, 1964, the text used for the
installation Z 2 + C.
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View of the three components of Room 4.1.3’s installation in Sydney’s Museum of Contemporary Art for the Seppelt Contemporary Art Awards,
November 27, 1988-February 28, 1999. Z 2 + C, a framed text that supports plants and a ﬂow of water, is on the left. In the foreground is a set
of drawings of Room 4.1.3 projects folded into cones set in a tilted plane. On the far wall are the presentation drawings for the design of the
National Museum of Australia (see page 206). Courtesy Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney.
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DENATURED ECOLOGIES

the world over into representation. Over time the text blurs into the
fungoid surface of the canvas, suggesting a messy coevolution and
synthesis of language and matter. So, too, the light by which we see
in the gallery is the light by which the plants grow in the processes
of creating and storing energy. We eventually tap this energy to fuel
our technologies, and it is our technologies that serve to remake the
world according to our conceptions of Nature and our relation to it.
Initially soothing and domestic like an innocuous indoor plant, or a
waterfall in a hotel lobby, something in this decaying “word-fall” is
disturbing and grotesque. In gently revealing its denatured construction and interdependencies Z 2 + C compounds some of landscape
architecture’s anxieties, raising the specter that, as Jeffrey Deitch
says in his remarkable visual essay “Artificial Nature,” “genuine
nature may now be more artificial than real.” 1
A signature of the loss of God is the garden. “Nature,” modernity’s
supplement for God, is now a denatured ecology, a global, technologically manipulated and maintained garden. The earth and its
human systems are a cyborg, but, as Donna Haraway points out, the
cyborg was not born in a garden, so it contains no memory of paradise.2 If Z 2 + C cannot remember paradise, then nor can it imagine
the future; rather, Z 2 + C is an account of the limits of our representations. Z 2 + C is a summation our failed utopias before it is a map
leading to another.

1
2
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J. Deitch and D. Friedman, eds., “Artificial Nature,” introductory essay, D’este Foundation
for Contemporary Art, exhibition catalogue, 1990.
Donna J. Haraway, “Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science, Technology and Socialist Feminism in
the 1980s,” Socialist Review 80 (1985), pp. 65-108.

detail of Z 2 + C. Courtesy Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney.
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detail of Z 2 + C. Courtesy Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney.
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view of Z 2 + C. Courtesy Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney.
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Decomposition
Wiesbaden, Germany 1992

The entire landscape surrounding a new set of office buildings by
Daniel Libeskind in Wiesbaden is covered in a wooden grid structure. The structure, an explicit manifestation of Cartesian abstraction, is a series of three-meter-wide, empty wooden rooms. The
rooms comprising the grid are abutted to one another so that a one
meter gap is created between each room. Into this gap is poured soil
and seeds of the indigenous vegetation of this region. The grid is
superimposed on the existing topography of the site in the manner
of pixelated computer models of landform, so that the spot height
of the site in the middle of each room is literally projected up by 1.5
meters.
Full of soil and seeds, the grid structure is then simply left to
decompose and self-organize without any human intervention. Borne
of processes of ecological succession, the plants will colonise the
rotting grid and after approximately fifty years will form a young
forest. This forest might retain some memory of the grid’s original
organization in its form.
This process challenges expressions of landscape design as manicured
corporate image or amenity exclusively for humans. It also takes
the static structure three-dimensional of Euclidean space and hands
it over to the fourth. In this case humans are compensated for the
loss of ground by highly patterned roof gardens, islands in a field of
entropic (dis)order from which they can overlook the chaos. In that
the coordinates of the grid opened up perspective and mapped the
Euclidean world, its collapse here into a web of random growth can
be seen as a landmark for the end of an era.
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Axonometric of the proposed ofﬁce complex in Wiesbaden entitled
the Tenth Muse by Studio Daniel Libeskind. An inaccessible, decomposing grid structure covers the entire exterior landscape spaces
while manicured roof gardens provide usable outdoor spaces.
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Plan of Decomposition. Original competition drawing by
Richard Weller with Cornelia Müller and Jan Wehberg
in MKW. The landscape begins as an inaccessible wooden
grid full of seeds and soil and is left to decompose and
grow into a forest. Courtesy MKW.
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Year 1995

Perspective of the project in the year 1995 when the wooden grid has just been constructed to begin a process of decay and succession.

Year 2045
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Plan showing the site in 2045 by when the landscape has become
a self-organized semi-mature forest. Original competition drawing by Richard Weller with Cornelia Müller and Jan Wehberg in
MKW. Courtesy MKW.
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Dessau 1993

become lakes. Not far from the mines is the famous landscape park
of Worlitz, in which there is a copy of the Isle des Peupliers upon
which Rousseau was buried at Ermenonville in France.

In addition to the Bauhaus, the town of Dessau in former East Germany is also notable for its massive, derelict open-cut coal mines.
The mines, like another planet sunken 30 meters below the level of
the earth, stretch as far as the eye can see. This excavated landscape
is littered with the heavy machinery that did the work of extracting
brown coal. Specks of amber lie everywhere in the dust. The mines
are naturally filling with groundwater and therefore destined to

This proposal is for a copy (of the Worlitz copy) of the Rousseau
island to be constructed in the center of the mined landscapes at
Dessau in anticipation of the incoming groundwater. With its stand
of poplars the island will enhance the future picturesque scenery of a
lake. Behind this veil, however, is a large sunken chamber–an engine
room in which the old machine parts and much amber is gathered as
a monument to work done. Within the chamber is also a new pumping system to assist in aerating the rising groundwater, thus increasing water quality.

The Amber Room

Diagrammatic section of the Amber Room including an image of the existing landscape inside the open-cut coal mines. The top of the image
can be understood as the future water line demarcating an island inside of which is the Amber Room.
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THE AMBER ROOM
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The Bestiary and the Herbal
No-Man’s-Land, Berlin 1992

Sited notionally in a part of former No-Man’s-Land on the periphery
of the city not far from the great parks of Potsdam, the Bestiary and
the Herbal is concerned with the thematic of ecology. The project is
part of an argument to keep the entire stretch of No-Man’s-Land as
relatively nondesigned, public open space while intermittently punctuating its length with small designed projects.
The essential proposition of the project is that a budget is set in trust
for one hundred years enabling a small, interdisciplinary council to
manage the 15-hectare site. Although free from the antics of themed
entertainment parks, the project is nonetheless distinctively thematic insofar as it is devoted to exploring contemporary notions of
Ecology and Nature. It need not make a profit, but it should raise an
eyebrow and draw a crowd.
For argument’s sake, the council consists of a local philosopher, a
farmer, a scientist, a politician, an entrepreneur, an artist, and a
theologian. The council can decide to expand its membership as it
sees fit. Council members serve a period of up to five years and act
in the manner of a company board responsible for the management of
the site and its intellectual property.
The council meets regularly in an old villa on the site entitled the
Bestiary. The Bestiary not only is a meeting place but also operates
as a gallery or small museum soliciting exhibitions exploring contemporaneous representations of “Nature.” The Bestiary could also
offer a “thinker in residence” program.
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The council’s responsibility is to determine the ongoing program
for the whole project. It is charged with inventing and manifesting
a program of events, installations, exhibits and experiments to take
place not only in the Bestiary but also in the surrounding 15-hectare
landscape entitled the Herbal.
The Herbal, a stretch of the former No-Man’s-Land abutting
degraded agricultural land, is initially marked out by surveyor’s
poles, instruments of measurement set on the intersections of a 30meter graticule. In the zone of the former No-Man’s-Land, these
poles also mark the location of explosives. To mark the opening of
the project, the explosives are detonated, resulting in a cathartic
landform. If left unaltered, the detonated landscape is suited to
water retention and a range of self-organizing random plant growth;
alternatively it is also suited to being continually remodeled, according to whatever range of events and projects the council might later
instigate.
To begin this project we would also suggest a small orchard be
planted and propose that a gardener live on site. The gardener’s
responsibility is general site maintenance but also primarily to
manage a series of wooden enclosures. The enclosures, randomly
located across the site, are not unlike houses without roofs. They
contain and protect a range of threatened botanic associations once
endemic to northern Europe. The public can look into these locked
gardens of precious botanic diversity through peepholes and telescopes fixed to the wooden walls.
Somewhat contrary to the dumbed-down demonstrations we have
come to expect from ecologically themed landscape designs, the
Bestiary and the Herbal hopes to set up the catalysts for a philosophical engagement with issues related to nature’s continual reconceptualization. Paradoxically, in the first instance this project risks
being overly contrived so as to set in train a relatively unpredictable,
experimental field.
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Animale Ignoble
Cockatoo Island, Sydney 1995

Now derelict, Cockatoo Island in Sydney harbor was dominated by
naval shipyards and their associated industries. The island is consequently littered with exhausted naval machinery and toxic waste. It
is a prohibited yet public place. Everything on the island is decaying
except for some ficus macrocarpa (Moreton Bay figs), which grow
voraciously in almost any circumstance. If the island were cleaned
up a little, it would be a real estate gold mine in the midst of the
world’s most beautiful harbor.
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The answer is surprisingly simple. We propose that fig seeds be
scattered randomly all over the island and that nobody enter the site
for one hundred years. Thereafter it will function as a mysterious
destination.
The fig trees often seed and sprout in a host tree (or a building),
then grow roots down to reach the earth. In so doing they will
strangle the host structure and grow into massive dark trees. The
figs will colonize and gradually cleanse the toxic waste areas of the
island, grow through and destroy the derelict buildings, and entwine
and engulf the abandoned industrial equipment.
The figs will also attract fruit bats.

This project responded to a competition for alternatives to the touted
privatization of this public land and its typically incumbent culture
of exclusive housing and pleasure craft marinas. Our polemical and
eminently buildable response is as follows.

A mythopoeic creature par excellence, the fruit bats are a predictable feature of Sydney’s nightscape. Every evening flocks of bats
fly across the city to feed on the figs lining the streets and parks of
Sydney’s eastern suburbs. By dawn the bats return to caves outside
the city.

Historically, islands are often utopian sites, whereas contemporary
literature deploys dystopian strategies often set in derelict, futuristic urban settings. Cockatoo Island would seem to contain the raw
material for both utopia and dystopia. Islands are also sites of nostalgia, the exotic, and the paradisaical. Eden, however, is now a cliché,
the stuff of three-star resorts and casino bars. Nonetheless, exotica
are increasingly desirable in a world made barren by knowledge of
everything. Hard science aside, ecosystems are our current mythopoeic sites, replete with narratives of sin.

The bats are appropriate heirs to the island. By eating fruit, these
little devils will reenact Christian lore every night. But unlike man,
bats do not fall. Rather, they hover and hang in a permanent purgatory. Moreover, by providence bats possess the radar technology
the former military occupants of the site hope to master. Bats also
read topography in contoured, virtual flight. There is nothing vague
about their terrain. Their world is an echo chamber, whereas with
humans eyes get in the way of everything. Bats do not have aesthetics,
but they have sense(s). Bats do not make objects, they avoid them.

With these themes in mind, the question we asked was how to create
a dystopian, mythopoeic ecosystem on a derelict postindustrial
island.

Not unlike the Zone in Tarkovsky’s film Stalker, in a century from
now, the island will have become part of Sydney’s mythology. In the
year 2095 an architect can be selected to design an appropriately
wild restaurant and bar. The restaurant and bar are nocturnal and
open to no more than two hundred people, who arrive at sunset and
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leave at sunrise by boat. Exclusive, expensive, but nonetheless public,
the island is perfect for special occasions, romance, and bacchanalia.

unlikely that some tourists will extend their spendthrift itineraries
in Sydney for one night specifically so as to dine on the mythic isle.

In a culture dominated by economic rationalism this project is
notably, a bargain. The main elements, fig seeds and time, are both
free. With patience, by the year 2095 this proposition could create a
mythopoeic zone in the midst of Sydney harbor, and myths, as Australia’s Tourism Commission knows, are priceless. Indeed, it is not

This proposal is also for an ecology emerging from injury, yet from
across the waters of Sydney harbor no deformities will be visible.
The island of figs will appear verdant and pristine. It will fit seamlessly into Sydney’s picturesque frames, but it also reminds us that
beauty is wicked.
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